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Freedom
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for de igners and manufacturers
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give it to them by removing the gears'
restrictions

on face width, spiral angle

and! number of teeth,
He also wants them to be free to specify those gears with. the same procedure

tbey use to specify cylindrical gears,
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face cutters fromilie design and manufacture of spiral bevel and bypoids.
Dooner has been working on this way
since the late ]9805, when be was a graduate tudent at 'the University of Florida,
'Gainesville. Studying for his doctorate,
Dooner ianed to think about unifying
tile design and manufacture of different
type of gears, 1,1 ingtheir kinematic structure to create a single framework.
He discussed his idea with his doctoral advisor. Ali Seireg, and it became part
of his doctoralmesls, It also provided the
foundation
of his method for spbal
bevels and hypoids.
After receiving his doctorate, Dooner
continued to work on the method, collaborating w:ith Seireg until Seireg's death in
September. Today, Dooner is an associate
profes or in the mechanical engineering
department atthe University of Puerto
Rico-Mayagiiez.
To this point, his method remains theoreticfll-"It hasn'tbeen developed."
Dooner say it, hasn't been because:
"First, the mathematical relation hips are
Dot immediate." and "Second, there is a
well-established art, with an enormous
base."
He adds that most people are focused
on improving the existing method"There's been I,iule effon to developing
new ways."
Dooner, however, has been focused
on getting rid of pitch cones and face cutters 'to create a new way.
He explains: PitcJil cones are a design
tool for spiral bevel and bypoid gears.
While helpfal, the cones restrict the face
width of those gears.
With Dooner's way, the gears would
be designed using mathematical formulas
that compare the spiral bevels and
hypoid with their theoretical ideals. That
contrasts with today's practice of comparing them with the ideals thai can be
obtained 'through manufacture.
Dooner says using the theoretical
ideals gets rid oflbe re tncuon on piral
bevel. and hypoids' spiral angle and
number of teeth and may get rid of their
limit pressure angle.

During manufacture, face cutters of
spiral. bevels and hypoid create teem of
increasing thickne s as they move across
a gear's face.
Dooner's cutters, though, would be
like variable diametergears with cutting
teeth. They'd cut like variable diameter
hobs, so they'd compensate for varying
tooth thickness. The compensating
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would remove restrictions on face width

and spiral angle. Wi.thout fuce cutters,
number of teeth wouldn't be restricted,

either.
Dooner says cutting piral bevels and
hypoids would become like bobbing
cylindrical. gears, so specifying them
could become like pec.ifying cylindrical
gears. Tooth profile, pressure angle, spi-
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ral or helix angle. face width-they
could all be used to design and manufacture spiral bevels and hypoids.
According to Dooner, the cutters
could even be used to manufacturecylindrical gears. Different cutters would still
be needed to manufacture different
gears---coar er pitch cutters for coar er
pitch gears, finer for finer, bigger cutters
for bigger gears, smaller for smaller-

but the cutters would be the sametype

and could be u ed in the same type of
machine.
Dooner says his machine and cutters
would streamline a gear manufacturer's
machine tool facilities while making
them more flexible in the types of gears
they could create.
According to Dooner, his method
would provide several other benefits.
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First, gear manufacturers would be able
to create lead crown and profile relief in
their spiral bevel and hypoid gear sets at
the same time they're cutting them.
Second, they might not need to lap,
burnish or polish the sets. Dooner says if
lapping. burnishing or polishing wasn't
needed, gears and pinions would be interchangeable. If one broke, a gear manufacturer could replace just that member of a
hypoid or spiral bevel gear set: he wouldn't have to make an entirely new set.
Third, his method would offer new
alternatives in gears through its greater
design flexibility,
For example,
spur
hypoidal gears-not possible in today's
manufacture-would
be possible.
Dooner describes spur hypoidals as
non-inter. ecting, non-parallel
gears
whose teeth go into and come out of
mesh all at once.
Moreover, Dooner simulated their
manufacture and saw his method could
even

make

spur

hypoidals

more

effi-

cient by reducing their sliding contact.
Spur hypoidal gears could be used ill
rear axles of antornobiles ..
Before benefits, there'd have to be
development and testing. Both are possible, though. Dooner's work is at at
point where a machine and set of cutting tools could be developed for testing. He doesn't know how much money
it would take to create them, but he
doubts it would be an unusual amount:
"How much would it take to develop an
existing machine?" 0
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